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Abstract
We investigate the existence of double copy structure, or the lack thereof, in higher derivative
operators for Nambu-Goldstone bosons. At the leadingO(p2), tree amplitudes of Nambu-Goldstone
bosons in the adjoint representation can be (trivially) expressed as the double copy of itself and
the cubic bi-adjoint scalar theory, through the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye bilinear kernel. At the next-to-
leading O(p4) there exist four operators in general, among which we identify one operator whose
amplitudes exhibit the flavor-kinematics duality and can be written as the double copy of O(p2)
Nambu-Goldstone amplitudes and the Yang-Mills+φ3 theory, involving both gluons and gauged
cubic bi-adjoint scalars. The specific operator turns out to coincide with the scalar O(p4) operator
in the so-called extended Dirac-Born-Infeld theory, for which the aforementioned double copy
relation holds more generally.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The nonlinear sigma model (NLSM) [1–3] is an effective field theory (EFT) of Nambu-
Goldstone bosons (NGB’s) arising from spontaneously broken symmetries. Recent develop-
ments in the modern S-matrix program have led to renewed interest in the NLSM, which is
frequently referenced. In particular, NLSM can be formulated in an entirely on-shell way, by
imposing the consistency condition of the Adler’s zero [4, 5]. This powerful on-shell property,
related to a shift symmetry at the Lagrangian level [6–9], leads to a wealth of constructions
from totally different perspectives, including soft bootstrap [10–12] and single soft scaling
or double soft theorems [13–16].
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Furthermore, the NLSM is also a key element of the color-kinematics duality and the
ensuing Bern-Carrasco-Johansson (BCJ) double copy [17], as well as the Cachazo-He-Yuan
(CHY) formalism for S-matrix [18–21]. These formalisms have demonstrated a remarkable
unity among naively distinct theories, by expressing for instance gravity as the double copy
of Yang-Mills (YM), or Born-Infeld as the double copy between YM and NLSM [21]. At
the leading O(p2), the requirement of flavor-kinematics duality, together with locality and
cyclic invariance of flavor-ordered amplitudes, can even uniquely constrain tree amplitudes
in the NLSM [22].
More generally, in the space of consistent quantum theories, the NLSM can be related
to YM through transmutation operators and dimensional reduction [23–25] or to bi-adjoint
scalar through soft limits [9, 26–28]. These fascinating aspects are somewhat hidden in the
traditional Lagrangian formulation. Finally, through a subset of higher derivative corrections
starting from O(p6), it also makes an appearance in string theory, as symmetrized sums over
Z-theory amplitudes, which are objects carrying the α′ dependence of the superstring theory
[29, 30]. The origin in string theory ensures the BCJ relation derived at O(p2) is satisfied
by all higher derivative operators in the Z-theory.
From the effective field theory perspective, a natural puzzle arises when one includes
generic higher dimensional and higher derivative corrections to the leading renormalizable
interactions: does any of the fascinating features, such as the double copy relation, continue
to work in these cases? Some preliminary studies showed that for NLSM, direct applications
of the BCJ relations from O(p2) fail at O(p4) [11, 31].
However, recently new ingredients for constructing the color-kinematics duality are in-
troduced at the level of 4-pt amplitudes [32–34], which involve new color (flavor) kinematic
objects as linear combinations of color (flavor) structures with coefficients given by Mandel-
stam invariants. In this paper we extend the results on color-kinematics duality beyond the
4-pt amplitudes, to higher multiplicity, and investigate whether it is possible to construct
double copy relations for NLSM at O(p4).
It is also instructive to consider the double copy relation from the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye
(KLT) bilinear form, which for NLSM at the leading O(p2) can be expressed as [21, 35]:
NLSM(2) = NLSM(2)
KLT⊗ φ3 ,
where φ3 denotes the cubic bi-adjoint scalar theory, and the universal KLT kernel matrix
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KLT⊗ is the inverse of a matrix whose entries are doubly ordered amplitudes of φ3. How is the
bilinear form modified after including higher derivative corrections in NLSM? Naively, when
we include O(p4) corrections to the left-hand side, it is conceivable that there is a version
of higher derivative corrections to the cubic bi-adjoint scalar theory that could make the
double copy relation work non-trivially. We will see that, for a particular choice of O(p4)
operator, there is indeed a theory that would form the double copy relation for NLSM(4),
NLSM(4) = NLSM(2)
KLT⊗ (YM+ φ3) ,
where YM+φ3 is a theory of biadjoint scalars with gauge interactions [35].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we begin with a discussion on the color
structure of NLSM at O(p2) and O(p4). In Section III we review the color kinematics duality,
including its recent modification, and how it applies to the O(p4) single and double trace
amplitudes at 4-pt. In Section IV we then extend to 6-pt, and find a flavor-kinematic solution
that matches the O(p4) double trace amplitude. In Section V we identify the double copy
relation involving the NLSM amplitudes at O(p4) and YM+φ3. We end with conclusions
and future directions in Section VI.
II. THE NLSM UP TO O(p4)
The NLSM effective Lagrangian can be parameterized as the following:
LNLSM = f 2Λ2L˜
(
∂
Λ
,
pi
f
)
, (1)
where pia are the NGB fields with flavor indices a, and Λ and f are constants of mass
dimension 1, with f/Λ < 1. The low energy effective Lagrangian is a perturbative expansion
of ∂/Λ, which is predictive when the energy scale of interest is much smaller than Λ. Because
of Lorentz invariance, there are only even powers of ∂/Λ in the series expansion when we
work in 4 spacetime dimensions. The leading order, O(p2) Lagrangian, L(2)NLSM, contains all
the terms in Eq. (1) with two derivatives, and the subleading, O(p4) Lagrangian L(4)NLSM
contains all the terms of four derivatives, and so on. In other words,
LNLSM = L(2)NLSM + L(4)NLSM +O
(
1
Λ4
)
, (2)
with L(2)NLSM = O(1/Λ0) and L(4)NLSM = O(1/Λ2). At each order in the derivative expansion,
the Lagrangian also admits an expansion of pi/f , to all orders in 1/f .
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An n-pt tree amplitude has the low energy expansion:
MNLSMn =M(2)n +M(4)n +O
(
1
Λ4
)
, (3)
and at tree level, we haveM(m)n = O(f 2−nΛ2−m). All vertices in L(m)NLSM up to n-pt will enter
M(m)n . We review the Lagrangian and amplitudes of NLSM up to O(p4) in the following.
A. The Lagrangian
Let us consider a general NLSM where the NGB fields pia furnish some representation R
of a Lie group H . Using the bra-ket notation, |pi〉a = pia, The O(p2) Lagrangian is [6, 36]
L(2)NLSM =
f 2
2
〈dµdµ〉, (4)
where
|dµ〉 = 1
f
F1(T )|∂µpi〉, (5)
F1(T ) = sin
√T√T , (6)
(T )ab = 1
f 2
(T i)ac(T
i)db pi
cpid, (7)
with T i being the generators of H in the representation R, written in a purely imaginary
and anti-symmetric basis: (T i)ab = −(T i)∗ab = −(T i)ba. The form of Eq. (4) is fixed by the
requirement that the on-shell amplitudes vanish in the single soft limit. This implies a shift
symmetry in the Lagrangian [6, 36],
|pi〉 → |pi〉+
√
T cot
√
T |ε〉 , (8)
where (|ε〉)a = εa represents an infinitesimal constant “shift” in pia, as well as a “closure
condition” that the generators T i need to satisfy:
(T i)ab(T
i)cd + (T
i)ac(T
i)db + (T
i)ad(T
i)bc = 0. (9)
Such a condition means that the NLSM can be embedded into a symmetric coset G/H .
In other words, it can be generated by the spontaneous symmetry breaking of some group G,
with the coset G/H being symmetric. The generators ofG include the “unbroken generators”
Ti associated with the group H , and “broken generators” Xa associated with the coset G/H .
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Then we can identify T iab = −if iab, where f iab is the structure constant of group G, so
that [Xa,Xb] = if iabTi. Other commutation relations in G include [Ti,Xa] = if iabXb and
[Ti,Tj ] = if ijkTk, while f ija = 0 as H is a subgroup of G, and fabc = 0 because we require
G/H to be symmetric. Then the Lagrangian can be rewritten as [2, 3]
L(2)NLSM =
f 2
8
tr
(
∂µU
†∂µU
)
, U = exp (2ipiaXa/f) . (10)
The interactions given by Eq. (10) are even powers of pia contracted with a single trace of
generators Xa.
The Lagrangian at the subleading order of O(p4) in general contains four independent
Parity-even operators:
L(4)NLSM =
f 2
Λ2
4∑
i=1
CiOi, (11)
where
O1 = [tr(dµd
µ)]2, O2 = [tr(dµdν)]
2, O3 = tr([dµ, dν ]
2), O4 = tr({dµ, dν}2), (12)
and dµ = d
a
µX
a. In 4 spacetime dimensions, there can also be a Wess-Zumino-Witten term
[37, 38], which we will not consider for now.
B. Flavor ordering of the amplitudes
The on-shell method to construct the NLSM interactions for a general symmetric coset
is soft bootstrap [10–12], where we consider flavor-ordered partial amplitudes. For the
NLSM at O(p2), which we will denote as NLSM(2), the partial amplitudes are similar to
the color-ordered amplitudes of the Yang-Mills (YM) theory [39], where the interactions
involve the structure constant f ijk, which for NLSM can be identified with (T i)ab as in
Eq. (4). From the perspective of the unbroken group H , (T i)ab is a group generator in
some general representation; however, from the perspective of broken group G and coset
G/H , (T i)ab = −if iab is the structure constant of G, i.e. the generator of G in the adjoint
representation. Similarly, the gauge bosons in YM theories furnish the adjoint representation
as well.
Therefore, the color-decomposition of YM theories can be directly applied to general
NLSM(2). The flavor structure of the full amplitude can be expanded in the trace basis as
M(2),a1···ann (p1, · · · , pn) =
∑
α∈Sn−1
tr (Xa1Xaα(1) · · ·Xaα(n−1))M (2)n (1, α), (13)
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where α is a permutation of {2, 3, · · · , n} and Mn(1, α) is the single-trace flavor-ordered
amplitude. The RHS of Eq. (13) is a sum of (n− 1)! terms.
The lesson we learn from YM theories is that the flavor expansion in Eq. (13) is over-
complete, and can be further reduced to the Del Duca-Dixon-Maltoni (DDM) basis [40] as
a sum of (n− 2)! terms:
M(2),a1···ann (p1, · · · , pn)
=
∑
α∈Sn−2
(−1)n/2−1fa1aα(1)i1

n/2−2∏
j=1
f ijaα(2j)bjf bjaα(2j+1)ij+1


×f in/2−1aα(n−2)anM (2)n (1, α, n)
=
∑
α∈Sn−2
T i1a1aα(1)

n/2−2∏
j=1
T
ij
aα(2j)bj
T
ij+1
bjaα(2j+1)

T in/2−1aα(n−2)anM (2)n (1, α, n), (14)
where α is a permutation of {2, 3, · · · , n − 1}. This implies the flavor-ordered amplitudes
need to satisfy (n − 1)! − (n − 2)! Kleiss-Kuijf (KK) relations [41]. The true number of
independent flavor-ordered amplitudes is further reduced to (n− 3)! by the Bern-Carrasco-
Johansson (BCJ) relations [17].
We can express the flavor factors in Eq. (14) diagrammatically, where the broken indices
a and the unbroken indices i are represented by solid and dashed lines, respectively. The
generator (T i)ab and the structure constant f
ijk are then vertices given by Fig. (1). Under
this notation, the flavor factor of each term in Eq. (14) is given by a half-ladder graph shown
in Fig. 2.
a i
b j
i k
FIG. 1: The graphic presentation of (T i)ab and respectively f
ijk as vertices.
For amplitudes in the higher orders of the derivative expansion, flavor structures which are
products of multiple traces can appear. The most general multi-trace flavor decomposition
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a1 i1
aα(1) aα(2) aα(3) aα(4)
b1 i2 b2
· · ·
bn/2−2
in/2−1 an
aα(n−3) aα(n−2)
FIG. 2: The flavor factors in the DDM basis. The internal lines represent the indices that
are contracted and summed over.
is the following:
Ma1···ann (p1, · · · , pn) ≡
⌊n/2⌋∑
t=1
∑
l
∑
σ∈Sn/Sn;l
[
t∏
i=1
tr (Xaσ(li−1+1) · · ·Xaσ(li))
]
Mσ;l(p1, · · · , pn) ,
(15)
where l = {l0, · · · , lt} labels possible partition of ordered indices {1, 2, · · · , n} into t subsets,
with the requirement of l0 = 0, lt = n and li+1 − li ≤ li+2 − li+1, i = 0, 1, · · · , t − 2; Sn;l
are the permutations of {1, 2, · · · , n} that leave the flavor factor invariant. We can denote
Mσ;l(p1, · · · , pn) as
Mn(σ(1), · · · , σ(l1)|σ(l1 + 1), · · · , σ(l2)| · · · |σ(lt−1 + 1), · · ·σ(n)). (16)
The amplitude
Mn(1, 2, · · · l1|l1 + 1, · · · , l2| · · · |lt−1 + 1, · · · , n) (17)
is invariant when we do the cyclic permutations separately for the sets of indices {1, 2, · · · , l1},
{l1 + 1, · · · , l2} and so on. Furthermore, if li+1 − li = li+2 − li+1, exchanging the sets
{li + 1, · · · , li+1} and {li+1 + 1, · · · , li+2} will also leave the amplitude invariant, as the
flavor factors associated with the amplitudes remain the same. In general, the O(p4) tree
amplitude M(4)n can only have single and double trace flavor factors, which is easy to see
from the observation that at O(p4) NLSM Lagrangian contains only single- and double-trace
operators.
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III. FLAVOR-KINEMATICS DUALITY AT 4-PT
The color-kinematics duality of scattering amplitudes was first discovered for YM theories,
the n-pt tree amplitudes of which can be written in the following form [17, 42]:
MYMn =
∑
g∈{gn}
cg ng
dg
, (18)
where the sum is over all distinct n−pt cubic graphs {gn}, while cg, ng and dg are the color
numerators, kinematic numerators and denominators of each cubic graph. The denominators
dg are given by the propagators associated with the cubic graphs, ng only contains kinematic
information (Mandelstam invariants and polarization vectors), while the color structure are
isolated in cg. The gauge fields are in the adjoint representation, and cg are constructed using
structure constants, thus they satisfy anti-symmetry and the Jacobi identity. The duality
for color and kinematics manifests in the fact that it is possible to find a representation for
ng so that they satisfy anti-symmetry and the Jacobi identity as well.
It is known that such a duality also exists for the tree amplitudes of NLSM(2) [29, 43, 44].
However, as an EFT by construction, NLSM admits a derivative expansion, as shown in
Eq. (3). A priori it is not clear whether the higher order contributions in the derivative
expansion have the same property as well. For the next-to-leading order, i.e. O(p4), previous
works of directly applying the O(p2) BCJ relations fail to hold [11, 31]. It turns out that,
for the flavor-kinematics duality to work at O(p4), we need to generalize our definitions for
the color/flavor numerators.
A. Building 4-pt numerators
We start with the lowest multiplicity, which is n = 4 for the NLSM amplitudes. Recently
new ways to construct 4-pt numerators have been proposed [32, 33], and we will discuss
them systematically in the following.
At 4-pt, we can define a function with three indices j(1, 2, 3) and associate it with the
4-pt cubic graph in Fig. 3. If we impose anti-symmetry and the Jacobi identity, then it can
be used as the numerator for 4-pt amplitudes. Specifically, we want
j(1, 2, 3) = −j(2, 1, 3), j(1, 2, 3) + j(2, 3, 1) + j(3, 1, 2) = 0. (19)
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12 3
4
FIG. 3: The s-channel 4-pt cubic graph.
It is also convenient to define
js ≡ j(1, 2, 3), jt ≡ j(2, 3, 1), ju ≡ j(3, 1, 2), (20)
with
s ≡ s12, t ≡ s23, u ≡ s13, (21)
satisfying s+ t+ u = 0, where sij ≡ (pi + pj)2.
Let us first consider color/flavor numerators that do not contain any kinematic informa-
tion. For YM, the color numerator is given by
c(1, 2, 3) = f ia1a2f ia3a4 , (22)
where f iab are structure constants of some Lie group H . More generally, for generators of
H in some representation R, this can be generalized to
fR(1, 2, 3) = (T
i)a1a2(T
i)a3a4 , (23)
assuming the closure condition given by Eq. (9). This is the flavor numerator for an NLSM(2)
amplitude for a general group H . The color numerator c = fA is just a special case where
the representation is the adjoint A.
Another valid flavor numerator is given by
fδ(1, 2, 3) = δ
a1a3δa2a4 − δa1a4δa2a3 , (24)
where the indices can be in any representation for any group: δab is always an invariant
tensor. It is easy to check that fδ satisfies anti-symmetry and the Jacobi identity. One can
also identify that
fδ(1, 2, 3) ∝ fR(1, 2, 3) (25)
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when R is the fundamental representation of SO(N). The above is the consequence of the
completeness relations of the generators in the fundamental representation of SO(N):
(T i)ab(T
i)cd =
1
2
(δadδbc − δacδbd) , (26)
and it is known that NLSM of fundamental SO(N) can be embedded to the symmetric coset
SO(N + 1)/SO(N). In other words, for the SO(N) fundamental representation, fδ is not a
new building block but is identical to fR. For other group representations, it is indeed new.
Next, let us consider numerators containing kinematic invariants. For simplicity we will
restrict ourselves to numerators that are local. At the lowest mass dimension, we have the
following numerator that only contains momenta:
nss(1, 2, 3) = t− u, (27)
which is the kinematic numerator for single-flavor YM scalar theory.
We can use the simple building blocks discussed in the above to construct more com-
plicated numerator j’s. One way is to just multiply existing numerators with permutation
invariant objects. There are two such objects that encode the internal symmetry:
dabcd4 =
∑
σ∈S3
tr (T aσ(1)T aσ(2)T aσ(3)T a4) ,
dabcd2 =
1
2
∑
σ∈S3
δaσ(1)aσ(2)δaσ(3)a4 .
(28)
For non-adjoint representations, d4 can be generalized to any rank-4 totally symmetric tensor
d4, which may or may not exist. There are also two permutation invariant building blocks
that only contain kinematic invariants:
X ≡ stu, Y ≡ s2 + t2 + u2. (29)
The other way to generate new numerators is to take two existing numerators j and j′,
and define J(j, j′) = jtj
′
t − juj′u. Then j′′(1, 2, 3) = J(j, j′) is a perfectly valid new numerator.
Now let us build more numerators only containing momenta. We have
J(nss, nss) ∝ nnl(1, 2, 3) = 1
3
s(t− u), (30)
which is the kinematic numerator for NLSM(2) [29, 44]. We also have
J(nss, nnl) =
1
6
Y nsss , J(n
nl, nnl) = −1
6
(Xnsss + Y n
nl
s ). (31)
This means that all numerators that only contain momenta can be written as a linear
combination of nss and nnl, each dressed with powers of permutation invariant objects X
and Y [22].
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B. 4-pt soft blocks at O(p4) for NLSM
The full 4-pt amplitude for NLSM(2) is [17, 42]
M(2)4 =
1
f 2
(
fR,s n
nl
s
s
+
fR,t n
nl
t
t
+
fR,u n
nl
u
u
)
, (32)
where we have suppressed the flavor indices. Here fR,s/t/u is the flavor factor defined in
Eq. (23) for the s/t/u channel, while nnl is defined in Eq. (30). We can rearrange the
amplitude to the DDM basis [40] using fR,t = −fR,s − fR,u:
M(2)4 =
1
f 2
[
fR,s
(
nnls
s
− n
nl
t
t
)
+ (−fR,u)
(
nnlt
t
− n
nl
u
u
)]
, (33)
where the two terms correspond to the flavor-ordered partial amplitudes:
M
(2)
4 (1, 2, 3, 4) =
1
f 2
(
nnls
s
− n
nl
t
t
)
= − 1
f 2
u ,
M
(2)
4 (1, 3, 2, 4) =
1
f 2
(
nnlt
t
− n
nl
u
u
)
= − 1
f 2
s .
(34)
Now let us consider the O(p4) contributions in the NLSM, which in general are given by
the operators O1,··· ,4 in Eq. (12). Their contributions to the 4-pt flavor-ordered amplitudes
in the trace basis can be characterized by the following 4 soft blocks [12]:
Single-trace: S(4)1 (1, 2, 3, 4) =
1
Λ2f 2
u2 , S(4)2 (1, 2, 3, 4) =
1
Λ2f 2
st , (35)
Double-trace: S(4)1 (1, 2|3, 4) =
1
Λ2f 2
s2 , S(4)2 (1, 2|3, 4) =
1
Λ2f 2
tu . (36)
The full 4-pt amplitude can be written as
M4 =M(2)4 +
∑
σ∈S3
tr (T aσ(1)T aσ(2)T aσ(3)T a4)
[
c1 S(4)1 (σ, 4) + c2 S(4)2 (σ, 4)
]
+
1
2
∑
σ∈S3
δaσ(1)aσ(2)δaσ(3)a4
[
d1 S(4)1 (σ(1), σ(2)|σ(3), 4) + d2 S(4)2 (σ(1), σ(2)|σ(3), 4)
]
+O
(
1
Λ4
)
, (37)
where the dimensionless constants ci and di are related to the Wilson coefficients in Eq. (11)
by
c1 = C3 + 3C4, c2 = 2(C3 − C4), d1 = 2C1 + C2, d2 = 2C2. (38)
Now we want to construct a 4-pt amplitude at O(p4) that is local and exhibits flavor-
kinematics duality, using numerators that satisfy the anti-symmetry and Jacobi identity in
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Eq. (19). One natural possibility is to replace the O(p2) kinematic numerator nnl in Eq. (32)
with O(p4) kinematic invariants while leaving the flavor factors fR intact. In this case the
coefficients of fR in the DDM basis simply correspond to flavor-ordered partial amplitudes,
cf. Eq. (33), and satisfy KK and BCJ relations. However, it was shown in Refs. [11, 31] that
such local kinematic numerators do not exist at O(p4).
An alternative possibility is to leave the O(p2) kinematic numerator nnl unchanged and
modify the flavor factor f→ fˆ,
M(4)4 =
1
f 2
(
fˆs n
nl
s
s
+
fˆt n
nl
t
t
+
fˆu n
nl
u
u
)
, (39)
where fˆ is now O(p2) in order for the full amplitudes to be O(p4). Assuming the flavor-
kinematics duality, fˆu = −fˆt − fˆs, the full amplitude can be written as
M(4)4 =
1
f 2
(ˆ
fsM
(2)
4 (1, 2, 3, 4)− fˆuM (2)4 (1, 3, 2, 4)
)
, (40)
where we have plugged in Eq. (34). We see the ansatz in Eq. (40) amounts to expanding the
O(p4) full amplitudes in terms of O(p2) partial amplitudes. We will present four different
possibilities for fˆ.
The first possibility is
fˆ1(1, 2, 3) =
1
Λ2
J(fR, n
ss) =
1
Λ2
[fR,t(u− s)− fR,u(s− t)] . (41)
This gives us a local full amplitude, and we can rewrite it in the DDM basis:
M(4)
fˆ1,4
= − 1
Λ2f 2
(ˆ
f1,su− fˆ1,us
)
= − 1
Λ2f 2
[
fR,s(−u2 − 2st) + (−fR,u)(−s2 − 2tu)
]
. (42)
Therefore, we obtain a partial amplitude in the single-trace basis:
M
(4)
fˆ1,4
(1, 2, 3, 4) =
1
Λ2f 2
(u2 + 2st) = S(4)1 (1, 2, 3, 4) + 2S(4)2 (1, 2, 3, 4), (43)
which is the unique single-trace soft block at 4-pt that satisfies KK relations [41].
The second modified flavor numerator is
fˆ2(1, 2, 3) =
1
Λ2
da1a2a3a44 n
ss
s =
1
Λ2
da1a2a3a44 (t− u). (44)
Again, the corresponding full amplitude is local, while this time we write it in the trace
basis:
M(4)
fˆ2,4
=
6
Λ2f 2
da1a2a3a4Y =
1
Λ2f 2
∑
σ∈S3
tr (T aσ(1)T aσ(2)T aσ(3)T a4)Y. (45)
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Then the partial amplitude is
M
(4)
fˆ2,4
=
1
Λ2f 2
Y =
2
Λ2f 2
(u2 − st) = 2
[
S(4)1 (1, 2, 3, 4)− S(4)2 (1, 2, 3, 4)
]
. (46)
This is the unique single-trace soft block at 4-pt that is permutation invariant.
To obtain flavor-ordered partial amplitudes corresponding to the two double trace soft
blocks we just need to replace fR in Eq. (41) with fδ, and d4 in Eq. (44) with d2. Recall
that the full double-trace amplitude is given by
M4 = δa1a2δa3a4M4(1, 2|3, 4) + δa1a3δa2a4M4(1, 3|2, 4) + δa1a4δa2a3M4(1, 4|2, 3). (47)
Let us first replace fR in Eq. (41) with fδ:
fˆ3(1, 2, 3) =
1
Λ2
J(fδ, n
ss) =
1
Λ2
[fδ,t(u− s)− fδ,u(s− t)] . (48)
The corresponding full amplitude is
M(4)
fˆ3,4
= − 1
Λ2f 2
[
fδ,s(−u2 − 2st) + (−fδ,u)(−s2 − 2tu)
]
=
1
Λ2f 2
[
δa1a2δa3a4(s2 + 2tu) + δa1a3δa2a4(u2 + 2st) + δa1a4δa2a3(t2 + 2su)
]
, (49)
which gives the partial amplitude
M
(4)
fˆ3,4
(1, 2|3, 4) = 1
Λ2f 2
(s2 + 2tu) = S(4)1 (1, 2|3, 4) + 2S(4)2 (1, 2|3, 4). (50)
On the other hand, replacing d4 in Eq. (44) with d2 leads to
fˆ4(1, 2, 3) =
1
Λ2
da1a2a3a42 n
ss
s =
1
Λ2
da1a2a3a42 (t− u), (51)
so that the full amplitude becomes
M(4)
fˆ4,4
=
1
2Λ2f 2
∑
σ∈S3
δaσ(1)aσ(2)δaσ(3)a4Y =
1
Λ2f 2
[δa1a2δa3a4 + δa1a3δa2a4 + δa1a4δa2a3 ] Y , .(52)
where Y is defined in Eq. (29). Then the partial amplitude is
M
(4)
fˆ4,4
(1, 2|3, 4) = 1
Λ2f 2
Y =
2
Λ2f 2
(s2 − tu) = 2
[
S(4)1 (1, 2|3, 4)− S(4)2 (1, 2|3, 4)
]
. (53)
In the end, the four different modified flavor factors give rise to flavor-ordered partial
amplitudes corresponding to the four soft blocks.
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IV. FLAVOR-KINEMATICS DUALITY AT HIGHER MULTIPLICITY
Inspired by the 4-pt results discussed in the last section, we assume the following ansatz
for the n-pt full amplitude of NLSM at O(p4),
M(4)
fˆi,n
=
1
fn−2
∑
g∈{gn}
fˆi,g n
nl
g
dg
, (54)
where dg = O(p2n−6), nnlg = O(p2n−4), and fˆi,g = O(p2). Again using the Jacobi relations
among fˆi,g the full amplitude in the DDM basis is an expansion in the NLSM
(2) partial
amplitudes M
(2)
n :
M(4)
fˆi,n
=
∑
σ∈Sn−2
fˆi,hl(1,σ,n) M
(2)
n (1, σ, n), (55)
where σ is a permutation of {2, 3, · · · , n − 1}, hl(1, σ, n) is the corresponding half-ladder
graph with 1 and n at two ends, as shown in Fig. 2. On the other hand, we can also expand
M(4)
fˆi,n
in the trace basis:
M(4)
fˆi,n
=
∑
σ
fi,σ M
(4)
fˆi,n
(σ), (56)
where σ corresponds to all the distinct trace structures, fi,σ is the flavor factor which is
either a single trace or a product of two traces, and M
(4)
fˆi,n
is the flavor-ordered amplitude of
the NLSM(4) in the trace decomposition. That both Eq. (55) and Eq. (56) are true means
that
M
(4)
fˆi,n
(In) =
∑
σ∈Sn−2
c(i)σ M
(2)
n (1, σ, n), (57)
where c
(i)
σ = O(p2) is a function of the momentum invariants. In other words, the O(p4)
flavor-ordered amplitudes can be expanded in terms of the O(p2) flavor-ordered amplitudes;
the expansion coefficients come from fˆi and are at O(p2).
Therefore, to find fˆi for higher multiplicity amplitudes, all we need to do is solve the
coefficients c
(i)
σ in Eq. (57), plug in the solution to Eq. (56), and use Eq. (55) to find fˆi,hl(1,σ,n).
Once this is done, all the other fˆi,g can be uniquely determined using the Jacobi relations.
In the most general case, without imposing any constraints on c
(i)
σ , the number of solutions
are infinite. Instead, we will assume that c
(i)
σ , and consequently fˆi,g, are local, and proceed
to look for solutions.
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Let us illustrate this in the simplest case of 4-pt amplitudes. Take the single trace
amplitude
M
(4)
fˆ2,4
(1, 2, 3, 4) =
2
Λ2f 2
(u2 − st) (58)
as an example, and expand it as in Eq. (57). The two NLSM(2) amplitudes we need are
M
(2)
4 (1, 2, 3, 4) and M
(2)
4 (1, 3, 2, 4), which are given in Eq. (34). The solutions for c
(2)
σ in
M
(4)
fˆ2,4
(1, 2, 3, 4) =
∑
σ∈S2
c(2)σ M
(2)
4 (1, σ, 4) (59)
is
c
(2)
2,3 = −
1
Λ2
[2u+ (1 + α)s] , c
(2)
3,2 = −
1
Λ2
[2s+ (1− α)u] , (60)
where α is an arbitrary constant. The degree of freedom in the solution, which is character-
ized by α, is a consequence of the single BCJ relation of M
(2)
4 :
sM
(2)
4 (1, 2, 3, 4)− uM (2)4 (1, 3, 2, 4) = 0. (61)
We can then work out the modified flavor factor fˆ2 by plugging Eq. (59) into the full
amplitude:
M(4)
fˆ2,4
=
∑
σ∈S3
tr (1σ) M
(4)
fˆ1,4
(1, σ)
= fˆ2,s(α)M
(2)
4 (1, 2, 3, 4)− fˆ2,u(α)M (2)4 (1, 3, 2, 4), (62)
with
fˆ2,s(α) =
2
Λ2
{tr(1234) [(1 + α)t− (1− α)u]
+ [tr(1324) + tr(1342)] [(1− α)t− (1 + α)u]} , (63)
fˆ2,u(α) =
2
Λ2
{tr(1234) [(1 + α)s− (1− α)t]
+ [tr(1324) + tr(1342)] [(1− α)s− (1 + α)t]} , (64)
where we have used the short-hand notation for the traces:
tr(123 · · · ) ≡ tr (Xa1Xa2Xa3 · · · ) . (65)
To arrive at Eq. (62) we have used the cyclic and reverse ordering invariance of tr(1234)
and M
(2)
4 (1234), as well as the 4-pt KK relation for M
(2)
4 :
M
(2)
4 (1342) = −M (2)4 (1234)−M (2)4 (1324). (66)
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Eqs. (63) and (64) give the most general modified flavor factors that works for M(4)
fˆ2,4
. If
we also want them to be relabeling symmetric, in this case exchanging 2 ↔ 3 resulting in
fˆ2,s ↔ −fˆ2,u, the constant α must be set to 0: we have
fˆ2,s(0) =
1
Λ2
da1a2a3a44 (t− u), (67)
which is exactly what we know from Eq. (44).
At 6-pt there are no local solutions of cσ when all four O(p4) operators are turned on
with their respective (arbitrary) Wilson coefficients. We do find a solution, however, for the
6-pt, O(p4) amplitude that is soft-bootstrapped from the soft block S(4)2 (1, 2|3, 4), which is
written as
M
(4)
d2,6
(1, 2|3, 4, 5, 6) = 1
Λ2f 4
[
s46
(
s13s23
P 2123
+
s15s25
P 2125
)
+ s35
(
s14s24
P 2124
+
s16s26
P 2126
)
− (s15 + s13)(s25 + s23) + s12s35
]
, (68)
where P 2ijk··· ≡ (pi+pj+pk+ · · · )2. From Eq. (38) we see that this contribution corresponds
to the following values for the Wilson coefficients in the Lagrangian:
C1 = −1
4
, C2 =
1
2
, C3 = C4 = 0. (69)
We will denote such a theory as NLSMd2 . At 4-pt, we learned from Eqs. (50) and (53) that
the associated modified flavor factor which gives this contribution is (2ˆf3 − fˆ4)/6. Eq. (68)
can be expanded in the form of Eq. (57):
M
(4)
d2,6
(1, 2|3, 4, 5, 6) =
∑
σ∈S4
cd2σ M
(2)
4 (1, σ, 6), (70)
where the coefficients cd2σ corresponding to the 24 orderings of σ are given in Table I. Just
like the 4-pt case in Eq. (60), the above is the unique solution modulo O(p2) BCJ relations
among M
(2)
n (1, σ, n), which in general have the form∑
σ∈Sn−2
c(BCJ)σ M
(2)
n (1, σ, n) = 0 , (71)
with c
(BCJ)
σ = O(p2) being local. For example, the “fundamental BCJ relation” is [17, 45]:
s12M
(2)
n (In) +
n−1∑
i=3
(
i∑
j=1
s2j
)
M (2)n (1, 3, 4, · · · , i, 2, i+ 1, · · · , n− 1, n) = 0. (72)
There are (n− 2)!− (n− 3)! independent relations.
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σ (4Λ2)cd2σ
2345 2(s23 − s13)
2354, 2534, 3254, 3524, 5234, 5324 0
2435, 2453 2(s14 − s24)
2543 2(s25 − s15)
3245 −2s13
3425 s56 − 2s13
3452 s14 + s34 − s26
3542, 5342 −P 2135
4235, 4253 2s14
4325 2s14 − s56
4352, 4532 s14 + s26
4523 2s14 − s36
5243 −2s15
5423 s35 − 2s15
5432 s23 + s36 − s15
TABLE I: The solutions for cd2σ , which has a common factor of 1/(4Λ
2).
The full amplitude corresponding to M
(4)
d2,6
is
M(4)d2,6 =
5∑
i=1
6∑
j=i+1
∑
σ∈S4/Z4
δaiaj tr [Xaσ(1)Xaσ(2)Xaσ(3)Xaσ(4)]M
(4)
d2,6
(i, j|σ), (73)
where σ are permutations of {1, 2, · · · , 6} \ {i, j} modulo cyclic permutations. From Eq.
(70) we know that the above can be expanded in the form of Eq. (55), where the modified
flavor numerators fˆd2,g1 for the half-ladder graph given in Fig. 4a has the following relabeling
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symmetric form:
fˆd2,g1 =
1
4Λ2
×{
(s13 + s23)
[
2T ia1a2(T
i
a3a6 − T ia4a5 + T ia4a6)− T ia5a6(T ia1a3 − T ia2a3 + 2T ia3a4)
+T ia3a5(T
i
a2a4 − T ia1a4)− T ia3a6(T ia2a4 − T ia1a4)
]
+ s12
[
T ia1a2(2T
i
a3a6 − T ia4a5 + T ia4a6 − 2T ia5a6) + T ia5a6(T ia1a3 + 2T ia1a4 − T ia2a3 − 2T ia2a4)
+ T ia1a3(T
i
a4a6
− T ia4a5) + T ia1a4(T ia3a6 − T ia3a5) + T ia2a3(T ia4a5 − T ia4a6)
+T ia2a4(T
i
a3a5
− T ia3a6)
]− (s45 + s46) [2T ia1a2(T ia3a6 + T ia4a6 − T ia5a6T ia4a5)
−T ia1a3(T ia5a6 − T ia4a6 + T ia4a5) + T ia2a3(T ia4a5 − T ia4a6 + T ia5a6)
]
− 2T ia1a2T ia3a4s46 − 2T ia1a2T ia3a5s56
}
, (74)
where T iakal ≡ (T i)akal is the matrix entry of the group generator T i in the anti-symmetric
basis. Note that we have omitted factors of δaiaj , which can easily be restored from the two
missing flavor labels in each term. The modified flavor factor of the other kind of 6-pt cubic
graph, as shown in Fig. 4b, can then be directly calculated using the Jacobi relations.
a1
a2 a3 a4 a5
a6
(a) The half-ladder graph g1
a1
a2 a3
a4
a5a6
(b) The “star” graph g2
FIG. 4: Two kinds of cubic graphs at 6-pt.
We checked that the two kinds of 8-pt partial amplitudes M
(4)
d2,8
(1, 2|3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) and
M
(4)
d2,8
(1, 2, 3, 4|5, 6, 7, 8), computed in [46] and given by NLSMd2 also admit expansions in
the form of Eq. (57), with local coefficients c
(d2)
σ . In other words,M(4)d2,8 also can be expanded
as in Eq. (55) with modified flavor factors fˆd2,g that are local. To obtain them, one has to
use an ansatz of the form
M
(4)
8 =
∑
i,σ∈S6
xi,σ siM
(2)
8 (1, σ, 8) (75)
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where {si} = {s12, s13, . . .} is the list of 20 independent Mandelstam invariants at 8-pt. This
ansatz, which contains 14400 unfixed parameters xi,σ, requiring significant computation
time to solve. Once this expansion is established, finding the corresponding modified flavor
numerators fˆd2,g is straightforward. The resulting expressions are long and not particularly
illuminating. They will not be presented here but can be available upon request to the
authors.
V. THE DOUBLE COPY RELATIONS
Given the flavor-kinematics duality demonstrated for a particular linear combination of
O(p4) operator, it is natural to ask if there is a double copy relation. At O(p2), the n-pt
NLSM(2) amplitudes can be written as the following
M(2)n =
1
fn−2
∑
g∈{gn}
fR,g n
nl
g
dg
, (76)
where fR,g are flavor factors corresponding to cubic graph g and expressed in terms of gen-
erators in the representation R, the 4-pt example of which is given in Eq. (23). For the
specific case of R to be the adjoint representation A, fA,g is the same as the color factor
in the YM amplitude cg, as in Eq. (18). Replacing the NLSM
(2) kinematic numerator nnlk,g
in Eq. (76) with another copy of color factor c˜g (of a different group), we arrive at (up to
coupling constants)
Mφ3n =
∑
g∈{gn}
cg c˜g
dg
, (77)
which is the tree amplitude for the cubic bi-adjoint scalar theory φ3, generated by the
Lagrangian
Lφ3 = 1
2
∂µφ
aa˜∂µφaa˜ − λ
6
φaa˜φbb˜φcc˜fabcf˜ a˜b˜c˜, (78)
where each scalar field φaa˜ carries two labels, a for the adjoint of group G and a˜ is for the
adjoint of group G˜; fabc and f˜ a˜b˜c˜ are the structure constants for G and G˜, respectively. It
is well understood that there is an intimate connection between the double copy structure
and the KLT relations [42], and Eqs. (76) and (77) leads to the (trivial) KLT relation for
NLSM(2) [20, 21]:
M (2)(In) =
∑
α,β
M (2)(1, α, n− 1, n) Sn(α||β) Mφ3(1, α, n, n− 1||In), (79)
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where Mφ
3
(σ1||σ2) is the doubly ordered amplitudes for φ3, and
Sn(α||β) =
[
Mφ
3
n (1, α, n− 1, n||1, β, n, n− 1)
]−1
(80)
is the KLT kernel [20]. Eq. (79) is trivial in the sense that we are multiplying the NLSM(2)
amplitudes by unity, as Sn(α||β) is the inverse of the cubic bi-adjoint amplitudes. What is
less trivial is the fact that there is a universal KLT kernel for theories of adjoint fields, which
subsequently is identified with the inverse of the cubic bi-adjoint amplitudes [20]. Notice
that in the partial amplitude Mφ
3
we use the double line “||” to separate the orderings of
two different groups, in contrast to the double trace structure of a single group, where we
use a single line “|” to denote. Eq. (79) can be written more compactly as
NLSM(2) = NLSM(2)
KLT⊗ φ3 . (81)
For the O(p4) operator that exhibits flavor-kinematic duality
M(4)d2,n =
1
fn−2
∑
g∈{gn}
fˆd2,g n
nl
g
dg
, (82)
the natural question to ask is what happens when we replace nnlg with c˜g in the above?
1 In
other words, can the object
∑
g∈{gn}
fˆd2,g c˜g
dg
(83)
be interpreted as the S-matrix elements of a consistent quantum field theory?
First of all, such a theory, if exists, would contain amplitudes where all external states
are scalars that transform under two symmetry groups. Secondly, since fˆd2,g = O(p2), the
amplitude is O(p8−2k) and has a mass dimension higher by 2 compared to that of φ3. For
example, the 4-pt amplitude from Eq. (83) is (up to coupling constants)
−fδ,sc˜s − fδ,tc˜t − fδ,uc˜u
+
δa1a2δa3a4(t− u)c˜s
s
+
δa2a3δa1a4(u− s)c˜t
t
+
δa1a3δa2a4(s− t)c˜u
u
, (84)
which contains poles in the s-, t- and u-channel. This suggests non-vanishing 3-pt vertices
in the theory. However, massless scalar 3-pt vertex can be non-zero on-shell only if it does
not carry momentum dependence, which in turn would not give the correct mass dimension
1 The other possibility of replacing fˆd2,g by c˜g simply gives back the NLSM
(2) amplitudes.
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O(p0) in Eq. (84). We are thus led to the conclusion that the poles in Eq. (84) must come
from intermediate vector states!
The s-channel residue of Eq. (84) is
δa1a2δa3a4(t− u)c˜s =
[
iδa1a2f i˜a˜1a˜2(p1 − p2)
]
·
[
iδa3a4f i˜a˜3a˜4(p3 − p4)
]
, (85)
which leads us to deduce that the three point vertex in this theory is
iδa1a2f a˜1a˜2a˜3(p1 − p2)µ3 , (86)
where legs 1 and 2 are scalars φaa˜ carrying two adjoint indices, a of group G and a˜ of group
G˜, while leg 3 is the vector boson Aa˜µ carrying the adjoint representation of G˜, as well as a
Lorentz index µ3. Such a vertex naturally arises in the following gauged kinetic term of the
scalars:
1
2
t˜r
(
Dµφ
aDµφa
)
, (87)
where Dµ = ∂µ+ igA
a˜
µX˜
a˜
is the gauge covariant derivative, X˜ is the generator for G˜, g being
the gauge coupling, and φa ≡ φaa˜X˜a˜. Therefore we will call G the flavor group and G˜ the
gauge group.
Assuming the 3-pt vertex given in Eq. (86), the 4-pt contact term in Eq. (84) can come
from the following interaction:
−f a˜1a˜2 b˜f a˜3a˜4 b˜φaa˜1φba˜2φaa˜3φba˜4 = t˜r ([φa, φb]2) . (88)
Including the propagators for the massless vector states, we arrive at the following La-
grangian by examining the 4-pt amplitude in Eq. (85),
LYMS = t˜r
(
1
4
F µνF µν +
1
2
Dµφ
aDµφa − g
2
4
[φa, φb]2
)
, (89)
where F µν = F
a˜
µνX˜
a˜
is the field strength tensor of the gauge bosons. This is the Lagrangian
for the well-known Yang-Mills scalar (YMS) theory, which can be seen as a dimensional
reduction of the YM theory. Consequently, at the 4-pt level we are led to the observation
that the following KLT relation holds (up to coupling constants):
M
(4)
d2,4
(1, 2|3, 4) = tu = (u)(s)
(
t
s
)
= M
(2)
4 (1, 2, 3, 4)S4(2||2)MYMS4 (1, 2|3, 4||1, 2, 4, 3) ,(90)
with MYMSn (α|β||σ) being the partial amplitudes of YMS that is ordered in both the flavor
and color groups.
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Beyond the 4-pt level, it is important to recall that the 4-pt O(p4) amplitude M(4)d2,4
cannot exist on its own in a consistent quantum field theory; it is part of the derivative
expansion in the 2→ 2 scattering amplitude that starts at O(p2),
MNLSMd2n =M(2)n +M(4)d2,n +O(p6) , (91)
where NLSMd2 is a quantum field theory containing O(p2) NLSM amplitudes and the O(p4)
amplitudes soft-bootstrapped from the soft block S(4)2 (1, 2|3, 4). Recall at O(p2) the ampli-
tudes already have the double copy relation involving the cubic bi-adjoint scalars in Eq. (81).
This suggests a consistent double copy relation must also include the cubic bi-adjoint scalar
vertex in Eq. (78), in addition to those in Eq. (89).
It turns out a theory with the Lagrangian LYMS + Lφ3 has been studied previously and
dubbed the YM+φ3 theory [35], also called “generalized Yang-Mills scalar theory” in [21],
which is generated by the following Lagrangian:
LYM+φ3 = t˜r
(
1
4
F µνF µν +
1
2
Dµφ
aDµφa − g
2
4
[φa, φb]2
)
− λ
6
φaa˜φbb˜φcc˜fabcf˜ a˜b˜c˜. (92)
The above can be seen as a specific “higher derivative” extension of the cubic bi-adjoint
scalar theory φ3, where the group G˜ is gauged. So the conjectured double copy structure
has the following KLT bilinear relation
M
(4)
d2,n
(α|β) =
∑
σ1,σ2
M (2)n (1, σ1, n− 1, n) Sn(σ1||σ2) MYM+φ
3
n (α|β||1, σ2, n, n− 1), (93)
where MYM+φ
3
n (α|β||σ) is the doubly ordered amplitude for YM+φ3 with scalar external
states. In YM+φ3, when all external states are scalars, the n-pt amplitude at the lowest
order in the derivative expansion, which is O(p6−2n), coincides with “pure” the bi-adjoint
scalar theory amplitudeMφ3n . On the other hand, YM+φ3 scalar amplitudes of higher orders
in the derivative expansion actually conside with the NLSM ⊕ φ3 theory discussed in Refs.
[26, 27], when all external scalars are bi-adjoint. Using the 6-pt amplitudes provided in Ref.
[27], we have checked explicitly that the KLT relation in Eq. (93) holds at n = 6.
From the KLT relation in Eq. (93) one may be attempted to conclude NLSMd2 as a
double copy of NLSM(2) and YM+ φ3,
NLSMd2
?
= NLSM(2)
KLT⊗ (YM+ φ3) . (94)
However, this is clearly not true as YM+ φ3 is a theory which also contains gluons as external
particles. There are also trace and flavor structures in YM+ φ3 that are not present in the
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NLSM and Eq. (83) only covers a subset of scalar amplitudes in YM + φ3. In Eq. (83)
each flavor trace always involves an even number of generators. However, the double-trace
components in MYM+φ3 also include non-vanishing terms where each flavor trace contains
an odd number of generators. The theory of NLSMd2 does not generate modified flavor
factors fˆd2,g of these kinds, but YM + φ
3 does. Therefore, the double copy relation of Eq.
(94) holds only in the limited sense of relations between partial amplitudes as in Eq. (93),
where the orderings α and β both contain an even number of labels.
So, more precisely, the double copy relation should read
NLSMd2 ⊂ NLSM(2) KLT⊗ (YM+ φ3) . (95)
What is the theory that is the double copy of NLSM(2) and YM+ φ3 then? It turns out
the question has been studied using the CHY formalism in Ref. [21] and the theory is an
EFT called the extended Dirac-Born-Infeld (eDBI) theory [21], which involves scalars pia
with flavors, and also a U(1) gauge boson Aµ. The Lagrangian of eDBI is given by
LeDBI = −f
2Λ2
2
[√
− det
(
ηµν − 2
Λ2
(〈dµdν〉+ Fµν +Wµν)
)
− 1
]
, (96)
where Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, and |dµ〉 is the same as that in the NLSM defined in Eq. (5).
On the other hand, Wµν is an infinite sum of terms, each being a single trace of odd powers
of piaXa/f with two derivatives ∂µ and ∂ν acting on it; Wµν is also anti-symmetric in µ and
ν.2 It has been proved using the CHY formalism that
eDBI = NLSM(2)
KLT⊗ (YM+ φ3) . (97)
Brief overviews of the CHY formalism and the above double copy relation are provided in
Appendices.
For our purpose, it is instructive to expand LeDBI to O(p4),
LeDBI = Ld2NLSM +
f 2
2Λ2
(Fµν +Wµν)
2 +O
(
1
Λ4
)
, (98)
where Ld2NLSM is exactly the Lagrangian of NLSMd2 :
Ld2NLSM = L(2)NLSM +
f 2
Λ2
(
−1
4
O1 +
1
2
O2
)
. (99)
2 The exact form of Wµν is not relevant for this work. Ref. [21] contains an expression for Wµν in the
Cayley parameterization [13] of the scalars; this cannot be used here as we are working in the exponential
parameterization as shown in Eq. (10). To our knowledge Wµν in the exponential representation has not
been written down.
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At O(p4), the difference betweenM(4)eDBI,n where all external particles are scalars, andM(4)d2,n,
is that the former also contains double trace flavor structures where each trace contains odd
powers of Xa: these are contributions of the term (Fµν +Wµν)
2, and there can exist internal
photons in the Feynman diagrams of these amplitudes. They are naturally generated in
the KLT relation from YM+ φ3, but are absent in NLSMd2 . However, if we restrict to the
partial amplitudes with an even number of NGB’s in each trace, then the contributions of
Ld2NLSM and LeDBI are exactly the same. Therefore, we can write down the CHY formulas for
these amplitudes, as the CHY representation of eDBI is known [21]:
M
(4)
d2,n
(α|β) =
∮
dµn C(α)C(β)Pf′Πn(α ∪ β)(Pf′An)2, (100)
up to coupling constants.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
In this work we have explored the possibility of extending the flavor-kinematics duality
to O(p4) operators in NLSM, by using new modified flavor numerators that mix flavor and
kinematic factors. While at 4-pt all four operators have such a flavor-dual representation,
we find that at 6-pt this is true only for one particular operator, corresponding to double-
trace amplitudes. Furthermore, these specific amplitude are seen to coincide with a subset
of amplitudes given by eDBI, which is the double-copy of NLSM and YM+ φ3.
It remains an open question whether there are further modifications that must be made
to numerators in order to accommodate the remaining operators at O(p4). We have assumed
that the modified flavor factors are local; such a constraint may be relaxed in a well-defined
way. For example, what happens if we do not require the flavor factors to be local, but
still satisfying relabeling symmetry? Also, these non-local flavor factors should not lead to
physical amplitudes in the (reversed) double-copy procedure discussed in Section V, though
the end products of this procedure may still have a CHY representation. In known cases
it seems there is an intimate connection between theories having a CHY representation
and having a double copy relation. Then, are there CHY representations the O(p4) NLSM
amplitudes of other operators?
In principle, scattering amplitudes may be expressed as linear combinations between
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different pairs of numerators. For instance, the most general possibility is given by:
M
(4)
6 =
∑
g∈{gn}
fˆ
(0)
g n
(10)
g + fˆ
(2)
g n
(8)
g + . . .+ fˆ
(8)
g n
(2)
g
dg
(101)
where fˆ
(k)
g and n
(k)
g are modified flavor/color and kinematic numerators of mass dimension k
(note that dg has mass dimension 6 at 6-pt). From a bootstrap perspective, such an ansatz
is allowed, but would be very difficult to solve already even at 6-pt for O(p4). A related
question is then whether partial amplitudes constructed via modified color/flavor factors
satisfy BCJ-like relations, as these are typically much simpler to solve and would indicate
the existence of a color-kinematic duality. It would also be interesting to understand whether
all trace structures present in YM+ φ3 amplitudes have color-dual representations.
Also notice that in our work we have always assumed the “cubic adjoint” properties for
the flavor structures: they correspond to cubic graphs that satisfy anti-symmetry and Jacobi
relations. This is true when all interactions are dressed with structure constants fabc, as
in the YM theory. For NLSM(2), this is guaranteed by the closure condition Eq. (9) for
the generators T iab, while more general flavor structures appear at O(p4). It is then natural
to ask whether some version of flavor-kinematics duality can exist for these more general
structures, perhaps involving theories beyond the cubic graphs.
Finally, these considerations can be explored beyond the O(p4) operators investigated in
this work. Composition rules such as those used in Eqs. (30) that generate color-kinematic
solutions can be extended to higher multiplicity [34], and it would be fascinating to see how
they can be used to bootstrap the infinite tower of corrections to the NLSM.
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Appendix A: Review of the CHY representation
The formalism proposed by Cachazo, He and Yuan [18–21] can express the tree amplitudes
of many theory in an integral of the following form:
Mn =
∮
dµn IL({p, ε, σ}) IR({p, ε˜, σ}), (A1)
where {p} are the on-shell external momenta, {ε} are the polarization vectors, {σ} =
{σ1, σ2, · · · , σn} are n dimensionless complex variables. The integral in the above are eval-
uated as residues at the poles of {σ} given by the scattering equations
Ej ≡
∑
i 6=j
pi · pj
σij
= 0 (A2)
where σij = σi − σj . This is realized by the measure
dµn ≡ (σijσjkσki)(σpqσqrσrp)
∏
a6=i,j,k
E−1a
∏
b6=p,q,r
dσb. (A3)
The choice of {i, j, k} does not affect the value of the integral, which can be treated as some
“gauge invariance”.
1. The CHY integrands for relevant theories
Now let us discuss different integrands IL/R for the theories relevant in our paper. The
CHY formula for the doubly ordered partial amplitudes for the cubic bi-adjoint scalar theory
φ3 is
Mφ
3
n (α||β) =
∮
dµn Cn(α) Cn(β), (A4)
where Cn is the Parke-Taylor factor:
Cn(In) = 1
σ12σ23 · · ·σn−1,nσn,1 . (A5)
Notice that Cn is not permutation invariant and contains the ordering for the trace basis.
The flavor-ordered amplitudes for NLSM(2) is
M (2)n (α) =
∮
dµn (Pf
′An)
2 Cn(α), (A6)
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where the anti-symmetric matrix An is given by
[An]ab =


pa · pb
σab
, a 6= b,
0, a = b.
, (A7)
and the reduced Pfaffian Pf ′ is defined as Pf ′An =
(−)a+b
σab
PfA[a,b]n , with A
[a,b]
n being the matrix
An with rows and columns of labels a and b removed. Again, the choice of a and b does not
affect the value of the CHY integral.
The extended DBI is a theory involving scalars and photons, the flavor-ordered amplitudes
of which is given by
M eDBIn (α1|α2| · · · |αm) =
∮
dµn
[
m∏
i=1
C(αi)
]
Pf′Πn(α1 ∪ α2 ∪ · · · ∪ αm)(Pf′A)2. (A8)
The above is an n-pt amplitude with m traces, and α1 ∪ α2 ∪ · · · ∪ αm contain labels
for the scalars, as they carry flavors and admit orderings; the rest of the labels, in V =
{1, 2, · · · , n} \ (α1 ∪ α2 ∪ · · · ∪ αm), are for the photons. In the following, we will denote
the size of V (i.e. the number of external photons) as v, use a, b to denote labels in V ,
and i, j to denote labels for the traces, i.e. i, j = 1, 2, · · · , m. The 2(m + v) × 2(m + v)
anti-symmetric matrix Π in Eq. (A8) is given by
Πn(α1 ∪ α2 ∪ · · · ∪ αm) =


A −
[
P(1)
]T
−CT −
[
P(4)
]T
P(1) P(2) P(3) −
[
P(5)
]T
C −
[
P(3)
]T
B −
[
P(6)
]T
P(4) P(5) P(6) P(7)


, (A9)
where A, B and C are v × v square matrices determined by the information of the photons,
with A defined in Eq. (A7), and
[B]ab =


εa · εb
σab
, a 6= b,
0, a = b.
, [C]ab =


εa · pb
σab
, a 6= b,
−
∑
c∈V, c 6=a
2εa · pc
σab
, a = b.
; (A10)
P(1,3,4,6) are v ×m matrices that has both photon and trace indices:[
P(1)
]
ia
=
∑
r∈αi
pr · pa
σra
,
[
P(3)
]
ia
=
∑
r∈αi
pr · εa
σra
,[
P(4)
]
ia
=
∑
r∈αi
σrpr · pa
σra
,
[
P(6)
]
ia
=
∑
r∈αi
σrpr · εa
σra
;
(A11)
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P(2,5,7) are m×m matrices of trace indices:
[
P(2)
]
ij
=
∑
r1∈αi,r2∈αj
pr1 · pr2
σr1r2
,
[
P(5)
]
ij
=
∑
r1∈αi,r2∈αj
σr1pr1 · pr2
σr1r2
, (A12)
[
P(7)
]
ij
=
∑
r1∈αi,r2∈αj
σr1σr2pr1 · pr2
σr1r2
. (A13)
It is understood in the above that r1 6= r2 is applied in the sum for the diagonal elements of
these matrices. The reduced Pfaffian Pf ′ for Π is defined as Pf ′Πn = PfΠ
[i,j]
n , where the row
i belongs to those rows involving P(2) in Eq. (A9), the column j belongs to those involving
P(7), and they are deleted from Π in the reduced Pfaffian.
For the special case when m = 2 and v = 0, i.e. the double trace amplitudes of no
external photons, the matrix Π in Eq. (A8) is reduced to the following 4× 4 matrix:
Πn(α ∪ β) =

 P(2) −
[
P(5)
]T
P(5) P(7)

 . (A14)
This is what appears in the CHY formula for NLSMd2 .
The YM+φ3 theory involves scalars of both colors and flavors, as well as gauge bosons
with colors. In the following amplitude, the left orderings are for the flavor indices and the
right orderings are for the color indices:
MYM+φ
3
n (α1|α2| · · · |αm||β) =
∮
dµn
[
m∏
i=1
C(αi)
]
Pf′Πn(α1 ∪ α2 ∪ · · · ∪ αm)C(β),(A15)
where α1 ∪ α2 ∪ · · · ∪ αm contains labels for the bi-index scalars, and the rest are the gauge
bosons. When there are no external gauge bosons, the above formula coinsides with the
theory of NLSM⊕ φ3 [26, 27] when all external states are bi-adjoint scalars.
2. KLT relations
In the CHY representation, if an amplitude of theory X is given by
MXn =
∮
dµn ILIR, (A16)
we can rewrite it as
MXn =
∑
α,β
(∮
dµn ILC(1, α, n− 1, n)
)
Sn(α||β)
(∮
dµ′n IRC(1, α, n, n− 1)
)
, (A17)
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where
Sn(α||β) =
[
Mφ
3
n (1, α, n− 1, n||1, β, n, n− 1)
]−1
. (A18)
If we can identify in Eq. (A17) that
M
XL/R
n (α) =
∮
dµn IL/RC(α) (A19)
where MXL/R(α) are the ordered amplitudes of some theories XL/R, then we have the KLT
relation:
MXn =
∑
α,β
MXL(1, α, n− 1, n)Sn(α||β)MXR(1, α, n, n− 1). (A20)
In other words, the theory X is a KLT double copy of XL and XR: X = XL
KLT⊗ XR.
In the two examples involved in this paper, for
NLSM(2) = NLSM(2)
KLT⊗ φ3 (A21)
we have
IL = (Pf ′An)2, IR = Cn(α); (A22)
for
eDBI = NLSM(2)
KLT⊗ (YM+ φ3) (A23)
we have
IL = (Pf ′An)2, IR =
[
m∏
i=1
C(αi)
]
Pf′Πn(α1 ∪ α2 ∪ · · · ∪ αm). (A24)
When we restrict the ordering structure of IR Eq. (A24) to m = 2, with both α1 and α2
containing an even number of labels, the double copy relation is reduced to
NLSMd2 = NLSM(2)
KLT⊗ (YM+ φ3) (A25)
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